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Touch Nano Technology at
bioBay Showroom

Showroom management with smartPerform: One software, various experiences

Project

Key Challenges

smartPerform Solutions

Key Beneﬁts

bioBay Showroom
Suzhou

Control full scope of variously
sized interactive knowledge
stations
Offer full conﬁguration ﬂexibility for hardware and content
Enable simple operating
process

smartPerform engage!

Connection of haptic triggers
and virtual effects
Control of non-standard
hardware
Flexible functional- and
design changes according to
changing themes

The bioBAY Showroom is equipped with a broad variety
of smartPerform solutions ranging in different sizes and
functions.

he Chinese Start-up scene brings nano technology to life
- virtually and interactive. On over 500 square meters, visitors
of the Suzhou Industrial Park, one of China’s biggest support
centers for Biotec start-ups, can get in touch with the topic.
Therefore the bioBAY Showroom is equipped with a broad
variety of smartPerform solutions sized from mobile devices,
over interactive mid-sized powerwalls, up to individual interior
installations, controlled and run by smartPerform.

“smartPerform’s intuitive handling ﬁts
the demand exactly: Making a complex
topic exciting and easy to understand.”
SOLUTION
smartPerform’s intuitive handling ﬁts the demand exactly: Making a complex topic exciting and easy to understand. For this
purpose, the different interactive stations are linked to haptic
instruments and control interior installations such as an interactive light-map or modules that inform about bioBay’s history
and growth.
While planning the showroom the Chinese agency Yee Advertising Co., Ltd. chose smartPerform as interaction platform
for mainly two reasons. First: The ﬂexibility of conﬁguration.
Various non-standard hardware technologies are operated by
one software within in one workﬂow. Second: The simplicity of
operation. The design and conﬁguration of smartPerform was
conceptualized and developed in cooperation by Yee and ICT
and it is now run and maintained exclusively by Yee, who are
able to change content, functionality, lay-out and conﬁguration
fully independently
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APPLICATION
Interactive corporate showrooms
Museum installations
Innovation centers

FIND OUT MORE

At its core, smartPerform is a standard interaction software
which allows you to create interactive, multi-touch enabled conferencing & brand experiences. The supreme individual conﬁguration options and comfortable intuitive handling enable you to
show, include, run, and control all kinds of content, applications,
devices and sources within one unique User Interface.
smartperform engage! puts your values into perspective.
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